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a b s t r a c t
The Extended Euclidean algorithm for matrix Padé approximants is applied to compute
matrix Padé approximants when the coefficient matrices of the input matrix polynomial
are triangular. The procedure given by Bjarne S. Anderson et al. for packing a triangular
matrix in recursive packed storage is applied to pack a sequence of lower triangular
matrices of a matrix polynomial in recursive packed storage. This recursive packed storage
for a matrix polynomial is applied to compute matrix Padé approximants of the matrix
polynomial using the Matrix Padé Extended Euclidean algorithm in packed form. The CPU
time and memory comparison, in computing the matrix Padé approximants of a matrix
polynomial, between the packed case and the non-packed case are described in detail.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Padé approximants, a class of rational functions, occupy a very prominent place in mathematics as a whole, mainly
because of their interesting properties aswell as their intrinsic connectionswithmany branches ofmathematics like number
theory, the theory of functions, differential equations, asymptotics, orthogonal polynomials etc. [1–3]. Their fast convergence
behaviour makes it possible to use them as a tool for predicting a function when only a limited number of coefficients of its
power series expansions are known. Work on Padé or Padé-type approximants involves the explicit determination of the
polynomials forming the numerator and denominator of the rational functions. There exist in the literature many methods
for constructing the polynomials of the Padé approximants from the coefficients of the given power series [1–5]. Many
physical problems which are concerned with perturbation expansions involving matrix coefficients, the problem of finding
coefficients and methods for computing matrix Padé approximants from a formal power series with matrix coefficients are
well studied [6–8]. Hence it is quite natural for us to apply these techniques for computing matrix Padé approximants in a
case where the matrices are of very large order lower triangular type.
In Section 2 we have given the definition of matrix Padé approximants of the formal power series of matrix coefficients.
Section 3 deals with the procedure for a lower triangularmatrix in recursive packed form and packing of a sequence of lower
triangular matrices in recursive packed form. An algorithm for finding the recursive inverse of a lower triangular matrix in
recursive packed form is given in Section 4. The multiplication of two lower triangular matrices in recursive packed form is
presented in Section 5. Section 6 is concerned with the algorithm for computing matrix Padé approximants in packed form.
Section 7 focuses on CPU time and memory comparison in computing the matrix Padé approximants. The subroutines used
in C language are presented in Section 8. The system configuration is given in the Appendix. The work presented in this
paper is an extension of that presented in [6]. Throughout this paper the following symbols are used:
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[f (x)] → f (x) is the polynomial in which the coefficients are square matrices of the same order n;
In → the identity matrix of order n;
∅n → the null matrix of order n;[RP_S(x)] → S(x) is the polynomial in which the coefficients are triangular matrices of the same order n and each
coefficient matrix is recursively packed and also all the recursively packedmatrices are packed according to their degree.
2. The matrix Padé approximants
The [M/N]matrix Padé approximant of a formal power series
[S(x)] =
∞∑
i=0
(sn)i x
i (1)
where the (sn)i are coefficients of the power series which are square matrices of the same order n is defined as the rational
function [PM(x)]/[QN(x)] such that
[S(x)] = [PM (x)]/[QN (x)] + O
(
xM + N + 1) . (2)
The numerator and denominator of this matrix Padé approximant are
[PM(x)] =
M∑
i=0
(pn)i x
i (3)
and
[QN(x)] =
N∑
i=0
(qn)i x
i, [QN(0)] = In (4)
where [PM(x)] and [QN(x)] are polynomials of degree at mostM and N respectively. If the degrees of [PM(x)] and [QN(x)] are
exactlyM and N then [PM(x)]/[QN(x)] is called the normal matrix Padé approximant of order (M,N) and it is symbolically
denoted by (M/N)[S](x). We may define two kinds of Padé approximants, since the (sn)i need no longer commute, through
the equations
[S(x)]− [PM(x)] [QN(x)]−1 = O
(
xM+N+1
)
(5)
or
[S(x)]− [QN(x)]−1 [PM(x)] = O
(
xM+N+1
)
(by Eq. (2)). (6)
However we can show that these two Padé approximants are actually identical. For different chosen values of M(≥0) and
N(≥0)we can construct the Padé table in which the distinct approximants of the function [S(x)]would be the elements.
There arise mainly two problems. One is the coefficient problem, in which it is required to find the numerator and
denominator coefficient matrices, (pn)i and (qn)i, of Eqs. (3) and (4) for the input (sn)i of Eq. (1). The other is the value
problem, which is that of determining the value of the desired approximant for an explicit input chosen for x. In this paper
we mainly concentrate on the first problem for a special case where the matrix coefficients involved are lower triangular.
3. The lower triangular matrix in recursive packed storage
A symmetric or triangular matrix may be stored in recursive packed form. The advantage of storing a triangular or
symmetric matrix in recursive packed form was given in [9]. We present here the method for storing the lower triangular
matrix in recursive packed form.
For the recursive packed form, we first store the triangular matrix in packed form and then convert to the recursive
packed form. In order to store a lower triangular matrix in packed form, the columns of the triangular matrix are stored
sequentially in a one-dimensional array starting with the first column. The mapping between positions in full storage and
in packed storage for a lower triangular matrix of size n is given below:
Ai,j i, j UPLO
APi+(j−1)(2n−j)/2 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≤ i ≤ n L
For UPLO= L, lower triangular.
The advantage of this storage form is the saving of nearly half the memory as compared to full storage.
For converting from packed storage to recursive packed storage we do a reordering process. In this process the matrix
is divided into two parts, namely a trapezoidal and a triangular part, by columns. The trapezoid is formed by the first p
columns (p = bn/2c) and the triangle by the remaining n− p columns (Fig. 1). Keeping the triangle part in packed storage,
the trapezoidal part is reordered. In the trapezoidal part, the triangle portion of it is in packed storage and the rectangle
portion in full storage. The reordering demands a buffer of the size p(p − 1)/2. The reordering has the following steps.
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Fig. 1. A lower triangular matrix of order n (n = 9).
Fig. 2. Converting from packed storage to recursive packed storage.
First, the last p − 1 columns of the triangular part of the trapezoid are copied to the buffer and move the elements of the
rectangular part of the trapezoid to the right from next to the last column; finally the buffer is copied back to the top of the
trapezoid (shown in Fig. 2).
The addresses of the first elements in the leading triangular submatrix, the rectangular submatrix, and the trailing
triangular submatrix are respectively given by
• 1,
• 1+ (p(p+ 1)/2),
• 1+ np− (p(p− 1)/2).
After the reordering, the leading and trailing triangles are both in the same lower packed storage scheme as the original
triangular matrix. The rectangular part of the reordered matrix is now kept in full matrix storage. If desired, this offers an
excellent opportunity to transpose the matrix while it is transformed to the recursive packed format. If the rectangular
submatrix is square the transposition can be done completely in place. If it deviates from a square by a column, a buffer of
the size of the columns is necessary to do the transposition; for this purpose we can reuse the buffer used for the reordering.
The method of reordering is applied recursively to the leading and trailing triangles which are still in packed storage, until
finally the original triangular packed matrix is divided into rectangular submatrices of decreasing size, all in full storage.
3.1. Packing of the coefficient matrices of the matrix polynomial [S(x)]
As in Section 3, a triangular matrix of order n can be represented as a row matrix (1 × n(n + 1)/2) in recursive packed
form. If the coefficient matrices of a matrix polynomial [S(x)] are triangular then each coefficient of a matrix polynomial
[S(x)] is individually packed recursively, in a one by one manner, according to the degree. The recursive packed matrices
thus obtained are sequentially packed according to the degree of [S(x)], resulting in a rectangular matrix, as shown in Fig. 3.
The number of rows of the resulting rectangular matrix is the number of coefficient matrices of [S(x)] and the number of
columns is n(n+ 1)/2.
4. The recursive triangular inverse in recursive packed form
To find the inverse of a lower triangular matrix in blocked form, usually we split the matrix A into three blocks A11, A21
and A22 as shown in Fig. 4. Let B be the inverse of A; then AB = BA = I . From the above identity we get three block equations:
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Fig. 3. Packing of k coefficient matrices of a matrix polynomial [S(x)]; each matrix is in recursive packed form.
Fig. 4. Splitting of the lower triangular matrix A.
Fig. 5. Multiplication of two triangular matrices A and B in blocked form.
A11B11 = I, A21B11 + A22B21 = 0, A22B22 = I . The above three block equations imply that B11 = A−111 , B22 = A−122 , B21 =
−A−122 A21A−111 . Since the storage of the recursive packed form is as a leading triangular submatrix, a rectangular submatrix
and a trailing triangular submatrix, in that order, the following algorithm finds the inverse of a lower triangular matrix re-
cursively in recursive packed form.
Algorithm RP_RITM(A) (Recursive Packed Recursive Inverse of a TriangularMatrix)
INPUT: A is a lower triangular matrix of order n in recursive packed form.
OUTPUT: The inverse of A in recursive packed form.
1 if (n = 1) then
2 A = 1/A % since A is scalar
3 else
4 A11 ← RP_RITM (A11) % invert A11
5 A22 ← RP_RITM (A22) % invert A22
6 A21 ← A21 × A11 % RP Triangular Rectangular Matrix Multiplication
7 A21 ←−A22 × A21 % RP Triangular Rectangular Matrix Multiplication
8 end if
5. Recursive multiplication of two triangular matrices in recursive packed form
In order to multiply the two triangular matrices A and B in blocked form, usually we split A and B as shown in Fig. 5. Let
C = AB, from which we obtain three block equations C11 = A11B11, C21 = A21B11 + A22B21 and C22 = A22B22. Using the
above three blocked equations we present an algorithm which multiplies A and B recursively in recursive packed form and
returns C in recursive packed form.
Algorithm RP_TMTMM(A, B)(Recursive Packed TriangularMatrix TriangularMatrixMultiplication)
INPUT: Two triangular matrices A, B of order n in recursive packed form
OUTPUT: Triangular matrix C of order n in recursive packed form.
1 if (n = 1) then
2 C = A× B % since A and B are scalar
3 else
4 C11 ← RP_TMTMM (A11, B11) % Recursive Packed Multiplication of A11 and B11
5 Ĉ21 ← A21 × B11 % RP Triangular Rectangular Matrix Multiplication
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6 C21 ← Ĉ21 + (A22 × B21) % RP Triangular Rectangular Matrix Multiplication
and addition
7 C22 ← RP_ TMTMM (A22, B22) % Recursive Packed multiplication of A22 and B22
8 end if
6. Recursive formulation of the Matrix Padé Extended Euclidean algorithm in packed storage
The Extended Euclidean algorithm (EEA) is awell known algorithm, originally suggested by Aho et al. [10]. An application
of the EEA to the ordinary non-matrix Padé case was presented by McEliece and Shearer [11] and Brent et al. [12]. The
application of the Extended Euclidean algorithm to the matrix Padé case was presented by Achuthan and Sundar [6] for
square matrix coefficients.
We present here a new algorithm RFMAPEAP (Recursive Formulation ofMAtrix Padé Extended Euclidean Algorithm in
Packed storage) for computing matrix Padé approximants if the coefficient matrices of a matrix polynomial are triangular.
The above algorithm is an extension ofMAPEA (MAtrix Padé Extended Euclidean Algorithm) presented in [6] by applying
triangular matrix coefficients of the matrix polynomials in packed form as explained in Section 3.
Algorithm description
Nameof the algorithm:RFMAPEAP(Recursive Formulation ofMAtrixPadéExtendedEuclideanAlgorithm inPacked storage)
INPUT: n,N,M, [S(x)] where n is the order of the matrix,M is Maximum Padé numerator degree, N is the maximum Padé
denominator degree, [S(x)] is the series whose coefficients are triangular matrices.
OUTPUT: Sequence of anti-diagonal approximants starting from (M + N, 0) to (M,N) if all the approximants exist.
Function RFMAPEAP ( [S(x)], degree_S,N,M, n )
1 degree _sum← M + N
2 IF degree_S < degree _sum THEN exit 1
3 [a(x)] ← In xdegree_sum+1
4 [RP_S(x)]
5 [RP_a(x)]
6 [RP_b(x)] ← [RP_S(x)]mod [RP_a(x)]
7 IF N = 0 THEN exit 2
8 [dummy1(x)] ← ∅n
9 RP_[dummy1(x)]
10 [dummy2(x)] ← In
11 RP_[dummy2(x)]
12 count← 0
13 found← false
REPEAT
14 bn ← Highest degree coefficient matrix of [ RP_b(x)]
15 IF (b−1n not exists ) THEN exit 3
16 [RP_Q (x)] ←quotient ([ RP_a(x)], [ RP_b(x)])
17 [RP_R(x)] ← remainder ([ RP_a(x)], [ RP_b(x)])
18 IF ([RP_R(x)] = ∅n) THEN ( found← true)
ELSE BEGIN
19 FOR index= 2 TO degree_[RP_Q (x)] DO
20 count← count+1
21 IF count≥ N THEN found← true
ELSE BEGIN
22 [RP_R1(x)] ← [RP_dummy1(x)] − [RP_Q (x)] × [RP_dummy2(x)]
23 count← count+1
24 Padé _ approximant← [RP_R(x)]/[RP_R1(x)]
25 OUTPUT [ Padé approximant (x)]
26 IF count <> N THEN
BEGIN
27 [ RP_a(x)] ← [RP_b(x)]
28 [ RP_b(x)] ← [RP_R(x)]
29 [ RP_dummy 1(x)] ← [RP_ dummy 2(x)]
30 [RP_ dummy 2(x)] ← [RP_R1(x)]
END
END
END
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31 UNTIL( count≥ N) OR ( found= true)
END (of RFMAPEAP)
exit 1: Insufficient degree for the input matrix polynomial [S(x)],
Padé approximant cannot be found.
exit 2: As the Padé denominator degree is zero,
[b(x)] itself is the required Padé approximant.
exit 3: As the inverse of bn does not exist, Padé approximant cannot be found.
7. Calculation of the CPU time and memory comparison
7.1. CPU time
We have computed the matrix Padé approximants for the semi-normal power series
[S(x)] = I + Ix+ Ix2 + Ix4 + Ix8 + Ix16 + · · · (7)
used in [13] by using the algorithms MAPEA from [6] and RFMAPEAP for various matrix orders and various Padé orders
when x = 1. We have considered identity matrices in (7) as triangular matrices while using the RFMAPEAP algorithm.
CPU times for computing (7/7) matrix Padé approximants for the semi-normal power series (7) at x = 1 for various
orders of square matrices are presented in Table 1 (Fig. 6).
CPU times for computing (7/7) matrix Padé approximants for the semi-normal power series (7) at x = 1 for various
orders of triangular matrices in packed form are presented in Table 2 (Fig. 7).
From Tables 1 and 2, it is clear that the RFMAPEAP algorithm is very fast compared to MAPEA if the input matrix
polynomial coefficients are triangular (Fig. 8).
Table 1
CPU times for computing (7/7) matrix Padé approximants for the semi-normal power series (7) at x = 1 for various orders of square matrices.
Matrix order 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
CPU time (s) 1 7 29 61 162 336 672 1048 1662 2645
Table 2
CPU times for computing (7/7) matrix Padé approximants for the semi-normal power series (7) at x = 1 for various orders of triangular matrices in packed
form.
Matrix order 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
CPU time (s) 1 2 12 34 41 84 133 267 436 871
Fig. 6. Graphical representation of Table 1.
Fig. 7. Graphical representation of Table 2.
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Fig. 8. Graphical representation for the comparison of Tables 1 and 2.
Table 3
Memory allocation for various matrix polynomials for computing (M/N)matrix Padé approximants.
S No Name of the matrix polynomial Memory needed to store the matrix polynomial
1 [S(x)] (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
2 [a(x)] (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
3 [b(x)] (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
4 [dummy1(x)] (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
5 [dummy2(x)] (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
6 Q (x) (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
7 R(x) (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
8 R1(x) (M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2
Table 4
Memory allocation for various subroutines for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant.
S No Name of the subroutine Memory required to execute the subroutine
1 Matrix polynomial division 6((M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2)+ 4n2
2 Matrix polynomial multiplication 5((M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2)+ 2n2
3 Matrix polynomial addition ((M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2)
4 Matrix polynomial subtraction 2((M + N + 2)n2 +M + N + 2)
5 Matrix multiplication n2
6 Matrix inversiona 6n2
7 Determinantb n2
a We have used the LU decomposition method to find the inverse of a matrix [14].
b We have used a modification of the Gauss elimination process for computing the value of the determinant of a matrix [15].
7.2. Memory comparison
The memory needed to store a matrix polynomial depends on its matrix coefficients and degree. Hence the memory
needed to store a matrix polynomial is the product of the number of coefficients and order of the matrix and its degree. The
differences in memory size for computing (M/N)matrix Padé approximants for the square matrix case and the triangular
matrix case in packed form are presented below.
7.2.1. The memory required for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant for the square matrix case
To get the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant, the degree of the input series [S(x)]must beM + N + 1; hence the number
of coefficient matrices of [S(x)] is at most M + N + 2. So the memory needed to store [S(x)] in the square matrix case is
(M + N + 2)n2 + (M + N + 2). Similarly, the memory allocations needed to store various matrix polynomials used for
computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant are presented in Table 3.
We have used various subroutines for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant. Thememory allocations required
to execute the subroutines are presented in Table 4.
The total memory that we require for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant for the square matrix case is
22(M + N)n2 + 58n2 + 22(M + N + 2).
7.2.2. The memory required for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant for the triangular matrix case in packed storage
The memory required to store a triangular matrix of order n in recursive packed form is n(n + 1)/2. To get the
(M/N) matrix Padé approximants, the degree of the input series [S(x)] must be M + N + 1; hence the number of
coefficient matrices of [S(x)] is at most M + N + 2. So the memory needed to store [S(x)] in the packed form case is
(M + N + 2)(n(n + 1)/2) + M + N + 2. Similarly, the memory needed to store the various matrix polynomials used
to compute the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant in packed form are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5
Memory allocation for various matrix polynomials for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant in packed form.
S No Name of the matrix polynomial Memory needed to store the matrix polynomial
1 [RP_ S(x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
2 [RP_ a(x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
3 [RP_ b(x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
4 [RP_ dummy1 (x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
5 [RP_ dummy2 (x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
6 [RP_ Q (x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
7 [RP_ R(x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
8 [RP_ R1(x)] (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+M + N + 2
Table 6
Memory allocation for various subroutines for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximant in packed form.
S No Name of the subroutine Memory required to execute the subroutine
1 Packpoly_ division 6(M+N+2)(n(n+1)/2)+ 6(M+N+2)+ 4(n(n+1)/2)
2 Packpoly_ multiply 5(M+N+2)(n(n+1)/2)+ 5(M+N+2)+ 2(n(n+1)/2)
3 Packpoly_ add (M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+ (M + N + 2)
4 Packpoly_ subtract 2(M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+ 2(M + N + 2)
5 Recursive_ multiply (n(n+ 1)/2)
6 Recursive_ inversion (n(n+ 1)/2)
7 Recursive pack (n(n+ 1)/2)+ p(p− 1)/2, where p = xn/2y
8 Polynomial packing 2(M + N + 2)(n(n+ 1)/2)+ 2(n(n+ 1)/2)
We have used various subroutines to compute the (M/N) matrix Padé approximants in packed form; the memory
allocations required for executing the subroutines are presented in Table 6.
In addition we made a 4(M + N + 2)n2 + 4(M + N + 2) storage space allocation for storing [S(x)], [a(x)], [dummy1(x)]
and [dummy2(x)] before packing. Therefore the total memory that we require for computing the (M/N) matrix Padé
approximant in packed storage is
24((M + N)(n2 + n)/2)+ 59(n2 + n)/2+ 4(M + N + 2)n2 + 26(M + N + 2)+ p(p− 1)/2.
Hence the difference in memory size for computing the (M/N)matrix Padé approximants between the square matrix and
triangular matrix cases is
6(M + N)n2 − 12(M + N)n+ (41/2)n2 − (59/2)n− 4(M + N + 2)− p(p− 1)/2.
This quantity is positive starting from M = 0,N = 1 and n = 2 or M = 1,N = 0 and n = 2 up to the higher values of
M,N and n. When n is large, for different values ofM and N this quantity varies from nearly one quarter to nearly one third
compared to the memory required for the square matrix case.
8. Subroutines used in C
The following subroutines are used to calculate the matrix Padé approximant in packed form:
1 Pack poly_ division: Returns the quotient and remainder of the two
matrix polynomials in recursive packed form.
2 Pack poly_ multiply: Returns the result of multiplication of two
matrix polynomials in recursive packed form.
3 Pack poly_ add: Returns the result of addition of two matrix
polynomials in recursive packed form.
4 Pack poly_ subtract: Returns the result of subtraction of two matrix
polynomials in recursive packed form.
5 Recursive_ multiply: Returns the result of multiplication of two
triangular matrices in recursive packed form.
6 Recursive_ inversion: Returns the inverse of a triangular matrix in
recursive packed form.
7 Recursive pack: Returns the recursive packed form of a
triangular matrix.
8 Polynomial packing: Returns the packed form of the coefficient
matrices of polynomial matrix.
Concluding remarks
We have shown here the methods used to construct matrix Padé approximants if the coefficient matrices of the input
matrix polynomial are triangular, by using the recursive formulation of the Matrix Padé Extended Euclidean Algorithm in
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Packed storage (RFMAPEAP). If the coefficients of the input matrix polynomial are triangular, the RFMAPEAP algorithm is
very useful in getting matrix Padé approximants, instead of using the square matrix case algorithm MAPEA. This packed
algorithm is very fast while using higher order triangular matrix coefficients of the matrix polynomial. Its memory usage
is also considerably reduced compared to the square matrix case when the order of the matrix is large. This procedure can
also be used for the upper triangular case.
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Appendix
The configuration of the system used to find the CPU time for computing the matrix Padé approximants for the semi-
normal power series (7) is presented below.
System configuration:
Operating system: Linux
Processor: Intel (R) Pentium (R) 4 CPU 2.93 GHz
RAM: 256 MB
Cache size: 1 MB
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